Vapman heating station
The electric Vapman Station heats your botanicals up to a controlled temperature with no risk
of overheating. Equipped with sophisticated electronics, the Vapman Station's fine
workmanship and simple design make the ideal heat source for Vapman at home and
provide for a pleasant user experience. Please read the operating instructions before use!
Specifications:
Diameter 65mm
Height 112 mm
Weight: 260 gr
Power: 20V/50W DC
Range of temperatur: 140° - 230°C
Manual
Set up the Vapman Station on a dry and stable surface. Plug in the unit and flick the toggle
switch to ON.
The red light indicates that the station is heating up to its operating temperature. After one
minute the light will turn yellow indicating that the station is ready. Now you can set your
desired temperature using the selector. Setting 1 corresponds to a temperature of about
160°C/320°F and setting 6 to 230°C/450°F.
The station is now ready to heat up your Vapman. Hold vapman loosely by the mouthpiece
or mid-section and place it on the docking part, which will be hot. By slightly rotating the
vapman, you will find the final position and vapman will slide onto the docking part, at which
point the light will start to blink, indicating that the process has started. As soon as the light
turns green, you can pick up vapman and start inhaling.
Even if the temperature initially feels too low, it is advisable to stay on the same setting as
the final temperature is not reached until after a couple of heating cycles. Should you find the
vapour too warm, simply turn the selector to a lower temperature setting.
Now you can continue the process and heat up the Vapman as often you wish. Place the
Vapman on the station only when the indicator is yellow; if you do so when the indicator is
red, it will turn white. In this case, just take the Vapman off the station and wait for the
indicator to turn yellow again. Vapman should be taken off the station when the light turns
green. If this is done later, Vapman will be hotter than what was chosen on the selector! The
station will shut itself off automatically after 5 minutes of inactivity.
Maintenance
The Vapman Station is basically maintenance free and does not require cleaning. Should
any small particles fall into the hot docking part, try to remove them by blowing them out. If
this does not help, turn off the unit and remove the particles with a soft tool when the station
is cold. The Vapman Station should not come into contact with any liquids. It may be cleaned
on the outside with a damp cloth. Always store the Vapman Station in a dry place.

